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Perceived as a “French” in Switzerland and a “Swiss” in France, it is the career 
path of this young typographer that is the subject of this memoire. 
 It was simply because Albert Hollenstein had a taste for risk that 
he hitchhiked to Paris at the age of 23, as he said, less to conquer than  
to “be conquered”. A lover of adventure and continuous self-improvement, 
he repeated that we had to “do something as if it were the last day of our 
lives” at all costs.

In 1930, he was born on the shores of Lake Lucerne in German-speaking 
Switzerland. 
 In 1974, he disappeared, swallowed by the Mediterranean Sea,  
during his “boy scout” holidays, in the company of his two young children, 
under the Italian sky.
 Between these two dates, a life.
 A life devoted almost exclusively to his profession, 
 to his team,
 to his dreams....

 Dreams, he had some. Quantities.
 Dreams, he made them come true. In quantity. 

 Failures too, but always he would leave with a new idea, a new  
enthusiasm. The same faith. 
	 The	faith,	the	sacred	fire,	he	carried	them	within	him,	he	communicated 
them to those who approached him. Employees and customers. 
 Working alongside him, cultivating his friendship, all felt that with him 
life would be full of unexpected events and risks, but oh so exciting. Driven  
by a demanding dynamic, no one knew where he was taking them, but they 
all	accepted	with	passion	to	be	led	by	this	young	leader	whose	influence	
gave	them	confidence.	It	made	it	possible	to	get	the	best	out	of	it.	

 Young apprentice typographer at Brünner in Lucerne at the age of 15,
 A typographer, who arrived in Paris at the age of 23,
 Founder of a graphic design team in “rue Germain-Pilon” in 1957,
 Pedagogue in the evening, in the cellar of his studio, teaching that 
“typography	defines	white,	as	architecture	defines	space”,	
 Creator of the famous typeface “Brasilia”, 
 At the beginning of Photo-Headline and the research for a less dry 
typography, 
 At the birth of a new profession, an audiovisual artist,
 ...

Here	are	the	different	aspects	of	Albert’s	portrait,	whom	we	can	remember,	
a	man	of	communication,	a	facilitator	who	knew	how	to	differentiate	himself	
because he always perceived the precursor message to be transmitted. 
 “Learn to always move forward in a constant surpassing, without 
worrying	about	obstacles.	Dare...	If	possible	in	Joy,	even	at	the	most	difficult	
moment”.
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Albert Hollenstein, 1930–74
A life including only 44 years. 
A life that is almost divided into two equal parts:

 23 years in Switzerland, his native country, 
 21 years in Paris, his adoption country. 

This explains the astonishing mobility of his mind, a bilingualism perfectly 
adapted to each of his two communities. An extreme inner tension, too, due 
to these two polarities, sometimes complementary, sometimes contra- 
dictory,	which – in	order	to	allow	him	to	find	a	constructive	escape	for	himself	
– was	certainly	the	catalyst	for	his	ever	renewed	creativity.

Amazed, perpetual researcher, pedagogue, constantly on the lookout for 
new experiences, he had become a myth, a symbol, a brand image. 
 Jealous, criticized by some, but respected by all. 
 Respected as a “true” professional, putting his own freedom at  
stake to carry out his profession with passion and honesty: that was Albert 
Hollenstein, a young blond man, with a shy and Tintin-like look. 

Young Swiss typographer who arrived in Paris in 1953 in a hitchhiking  
and backpack, he left, still backpacking, on a summer afternoon during his 
holidays in Italy...
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1 Albert Hollenstein (1930–1974), l’équipe, la collection
 Arthaud-Hollenstein, Françoise

2 Studio Albert Hollenstein–Paris: graphisme publicitaire français
 Bruckmann, 1965

3 Hollenstein. Une équipe à votre service
 Hollenstein, 1976 chez [S. N.]
 Commercial catalogue

4 Hollenstein Phototypo 1/ 73
 2/ Antique
 3/ Empattements
 4/ Fantaisies Exclusivités

5 La collection de caractères du Studio Hollenstein. Paris
 Article

6 Hollenstein création. [atelier de typographie publicité]
 Article

7 Deux jeunes dessinateurs de lettres: A. Hollenstein et Albert Boton
 Article 

8	 Audiovisuel	à	vues	fixes	
 Albert Hollenstein
	 Communication	&	Langages,	1969,	p.	49 – 55
 Article

9 Albert Hollenstein, typographe visualiste
 Gérard Blanchard
	 Communication	&	Langages,	1974,	p.	62 – 81
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+ The entire archive of the Bibliothèque de Forney, Paris
 Donation from his wife Françoise Arthaud–Hollenstein
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1  Albert Hollenstein, 1950 c/o Brünner to Luzern
2  Albert Hollenstein, 1957 at 19 rue Germain-Pilon, Paris 18
3  Albert Hollenstein, 1968
4		 Albert’s	first	works,	1950:	“Buy	Swiss	quality”
5  Albert Hollenstein, 1953 at home in Paris
6  His work on the raster
7		 VOX	classification,	1954
8		 VOX	classification	(Scriptes),	1954
9 Letterheads from the Club “les Amis du Livre et du Disque”
10 First composition catalogue, 1958
11 Antique: origine de la Brasilia, 1958
12 Sketch sur A4 du «a» de la Brasilia, 1960
13  1 of the 4 pages composed in Brasilia in N° Noël, 1960
14  Albert Hollenstein giving his typography and layout coursess
 cours 19 in the cellar, rue Germain-Pilon, in 1965
15 Cours 19: Basic exercises, 1966
16 Illustration of the Gymnase for a greeting card from the studio
17 Le Gymnase, 1960–74
18 Le Gymnase, 1960–74 
19 Inspiration for typographic rigour, 1960
 extract from the book “Tempel tee in Japan” of 1950
20 Catalogue for the SCOA Extraordinary General Assembly of 
 November 30, 1973
21 Phototypo specimen, novelty and headlines
22  Phototypo specimen, novelty and headlines
23 New letterhead for Hollenstein “Ère Nouvelle” at La Chapelle
24 Article on the death of Albert Hollenstein
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